Clinical Study Support, Inc.

Philosophy

In the past few years, a variety of treatments have become available, but patients themselves ultimately choose their own treatment(s) from among various treatment
approaches. Treatment selection is a crucial decision, which sometimes affects a patients' entire life. It is probably fair to state that for patients, selecting treatment(s)
means making a major life choice.
Our philosophy, “TO SUPPORT PEOPLE'S LIFE”, indicates that we contribute to developing a comfortable healthcare environment which enables
patients to make informed decisions and optimize their treatment selection. We help them make these “life choices” by providing accurate
healthcare information obtained from ethical and scientific clinical research which we help plan and support.

Our Business
We create and provide reliable healthcare information to the world through our 2 core business divisions.

Clinical Research

Integrated Healthcare

Our Course of Action
We progress our business by following our 5 courses of action in order to realize our philosophy.

We, as clinical research professionals, strive to create and provide reliable healthcare information through our business activities below.

Clinical Research (CR)
Our CR division provides a full range of support such as protocol development, data management and analysis, and manuscript writing on
clinical research. Our CR division is working towards making CSS a leading company in measuring study participants' subjective opinions
about quality of life (QOL) and patient satisfaction.

Integrated Healthcare (IH)
CSS believes that conveying reliable, accurate healthcare information to the world is very important. However, in the real world, it is difficult
for individuals to acquire accurate, beneficial information from a clutter of information sources of varying quality. IH, our new group of
experts handling healthcare information, works on constructing infrastructure to convey accurate healthcare information to the world.
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